Israeli Elections Bulletin
Be sure to check our election page featuring the most up to date
polling and analysis.

The Next Israeli Government?

Our aggregate polling data suggests Likud will emerge as the largest
party and based on the current numbers Netanyahu will be able to
form a narrow government. With Likud maintaining its lead in the
polls, Netanyahu has expressed his hope that the parties in his 2015
governing coalition will comprise the core of his future coalition. At
the same time, a decision by the Attorney General to indict the Prime
Minister could put this at risk, as Kulanu have refused to join the
coalition in such a scenario and the polls suggest Likud is reliant on
Kulanu to reach a 61 seat majority required to form a government.

How the parties and their leaders are
shaping up

Netanyahu's favourability vs Gantz

The former IDF Chief of Staff is closer to the Prime Minister in head
to head favourability polling than any other candidate since
Netanyahu took office in 2009. This reflects a strong anti-Netanyahu
vote looking for a credible alternative to unite around. Gantz is
assumed to be broadly centrist, and most of his support appears to
come at the expense of Labor and Yesh Atid while his security
credentials could make him a more credible prime ministerial
candidate than other Netanyahu rivals, and draw away some of
Likud’s more centrist voters.

Likud primaries spotlight
70,000 Likud members voted in
the party's primaries on
Tuesday. Final results showed
Transport Minister Yisrael Katz
in first place, followed by
Knesset speaker Yuli Edelstein,
Public Security Minister Gilad
Erdan and Gideon Saar, who
returned to Likud following a
two year absence and who was
accused by the Prime Minister
Netanyahu of plotting
to overthrow him.

Our latest podcast
Episode 39 | Gantz speaks
From Tel Aviv, James Sorene
talks to Richard Pater after
attending Benny Gantz’s
campaign launch. They discuss
Gantz’s surge in the polls and
what Benjamin Netanyahu will
do next.

Best campaign ad
Stav Shaffir (Labor) casts
herself into one of Netanyahu's
campaign videos to berate the
Prime Minister over the state of
the country and his policies.
Watch here

Worst campaign ad
Avi Dichter (Likud) dresses up
as a Palestinian and speaks to
an actor playing PA President
Mahmoud Abbas about how
much one would get paid
getting shot by an IDF officer,
and Abbas shows Dichter a
chart of how much the PA pays
terrorists.
Watch here

Worst campaign ad
part II
A number of Labor MKs issue
spoilers for Game of Thrones,
Friends, Titanic and Harry
Potter and then say 'Spoiler
Alert - Lapid and Gantz will join
Netanyahu's government'

Watch here

Latest News Stories from BICOM
Gantz says Israel is ‘not looking to control anyone else’ // February 7
Gideon Saar comes third in Likud Primaries // February 6
Likud holds primary elections // February 5
Odeh elected Hadash leader // February 4
Polls show surge in support for Gantz // January 31
Gantz launches campaign with focus on unity // January 30
Gantz to launch campaign with attack on Netanyahu // 29 January
Bennett attacks Gantz's military record // January 24
Attorney General to decide within days if he will delay indictment
decision // January 22
Attorney General ready to indict Netanyahu // January 21
Benny Gantz launches election campaign // January 18
Gantz would amend Nation-State Law // January 15
Israeli intelligence chief warns of Russian interference in elections //
January 9

Who is most suited
to serve as Prime
Minister?

What are the biggest
issues in this
election?

Where do you place Gantz on the political spectrum?

Where do you place the Israel Resilience Party on
security-diplomacy issues?

